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ACROSS
Girls and spoilt people very much loved (8)1
This restored art greatly depicted goddess 
long ago (6)

5

Versatile vehicle used in middle of flooding 
may be exposed (5)

10

Returned book is about kid's typical facial 
expressions (9)

11

Adjusted lever can close to make connection 
(9)

12

Work shortage revealed through 
announcement (5)

13

Cut of meat doubled initially (doubled!) in 
demand (6)

14

Tailless land and sea bird is light? (7)15
Newspaper's reporting, except for leader, is 
too old (4-3)

18

Computer retrieved money won by gambling 
friend (6)

20

Slices of taro stiffened potato dish (5)22
Set up part in play after graduate's 
performance (9)

24

Share everything with tot upset around people 
(9)

25

Colour drawn around a black mark (5)26
Ecstasy not originally presented in evidence 
(6)

27

King short of capital judges selfish people (8)28

DOWN
Ball that spins across, from right to left, 
clipping edge of stumps? (6)

1

One, after returning, satisfied a basic need to 
settle accounts (9)

2

One form of identification used in civil suit 
and confused with original (15)

3

Environmentalist that is backing new 
generation of energy mostly (7)

4

Criticism in Survivor about doctor's medical 
cover (8,7)

6

Oar's fulcrum and starboard side of boat split 
(5)

7

Local power removed from leading figure (8)8
Pin used to fasten large boom (2,4)9
Green not taking minutes is a government 
adviser, possibly (9)

16

Dish of braised meat and taro cooked in stock 
(3,5)

17

Auditor mounted study and made money (6)19
Illuminate lift (7)20
Nut is attached to back of screen (6)21
Dance group in rehearsal, say? (5)23


